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Today’s Weather
Santa ( la ra V a I le v Pa rt I s
cloudy totla, patches of morning fog. Predicted high temperature: 60-68. Predicted low
tonight 35-45. Gentle winds
10-25 miles per hour.
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SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

Losing Streak
atSJS.’ basketball team
tempt to break a two game
losing streak Thursday night,
when they meet Pepperdine
in the Spartan Gym at 8 p.m.
In a preliminary garne starting at 6 the Freshman team
meet the J.V.’s.
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Landscaping Project Awaits
Approval of State Public Works

Engineer Division Campus
To Show Exhibits
The eight departments of the
SJS Engineering Division will be
on display tomorrow through Saturday in observance of Engineering Week.
"It’s going to be a good size
show with an even balance of
student projects and department
displays," ac c or di ng to Derek
Johnson, event chairman.
Departments on display include
the automotive and aeronautical,
chemical, civil, electrical, industrial technology, mechanical and
material sciences.
The event will open tomorrow
at 6 p.m. with a faculty-student
dinner and public viewing of projects, 8 to 10 p.m.

will be on sale in the lobby of
the Engineering Division until 5
p.m. today.

R. B. Fuller
To Lecture
On History

Book Thefts
On Increase,
Says Manager

FULLER SPEECH
Friday, the exhibits will be open
during the day through 8 p.m.
when presentation of awards will
be made. At 8:15, there vvill be a
speech by R. Buckrninster Fuller,
SJS’ distinguished scholar in residence.
Public viewing of projects will
The ASB Judiciary will be occontinue 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
cupied in the next few weeks hanSaturday.
Tickets for the dinner, $1 apiece, dling cases of an increasing number of thefts in the Spartan Bookstore.
About a dozen students have
been picked up by the campus
police in the last three weeks.
They have been charged with
thefts of pens, padlocks and occasional textbooks.
The number of thefts is higher
this year than the last few years,
About 50 persons, mostly men, according to Harry Wineroth,
turned out Monday to listen to bookstore manager.
Arlo Tatum speak about "The
’ELIMINATE TEMPTATION’
Dilemma of the Selective ConsciEighteen bookstore theft cases
entious Objector" at the Seventh
have come before the ASB JuStreet Forum.
Tatum, executive secretary for diciary since September, Wes Watthe Central Committee for Con- kins, ASB attorney general, rescientious Objectors. outlined pro- vealed.
"We are more interested in keepcedures for obtaining classification as an objector and answered ing people from stealing rather
questions from !he draft-age audi- than catching them. The store is
patrolled by plainclothes and unience.
formed campus police," Wineroth
COUNSELING PERIOD
revealed.
"We try to eliminate temptation
Tatum’s other activities on campus Monday included a luncheon areas, such as partially hidden
corners.
If the areas are not elimaddress and an individual couninated, they are under close scruseling period.
"A serviceman becoming a con- tiny by the officers," he emphascientious objector has about 100 sized.
Wineroth revealed that one stuper cent more impact than a
civilian becoming a CO," stated dent allegedly stole books worth
Tatum. The procedure, Tatum $143 from Spartan and Ftoberts
points out, takes about three Bookstores and attempted to sell
months, and only 20 per cent of them to Cal Bookstore when he
the servicemen’s requests for the was taken into custody. "This
conscientious objector classifica- shows that the booicstores work
together on matters like this,"
tion are successful.
Wineroth said.
WRITE DRAFT BOARD
THF.,FT PENALTIES
A person wishing to be classiStudents charged with bookfied as a conscientious objector
should write his local draft board, store thefts are interviewed by a
Tatum suggests, and request se- member of the Division of Stulective service form No. 150. The dent Personnel and the ASB atform should be returned to the torney general, who presents the
board within 10 days, accompanied case to the Judiciary.
The judiciary makes recomby references and letters, Tatum
mendations to Dr. Stanley C. Benz,
said.
In board consideration of the dean of students, who makes the
request, Tatum said, "The same final decision.
The judiciary can recommend
preference is given to the town
preacher a.s to the town drUnk." either dismissal of the charges
HP paused a second, and the or penalties including service to
the college community, restriction
crowd laughed as he added,
if they happen to be different of privileges or action by the administration.
people."

Tatum Speaks
To Street Crowd
On Draft Dilemma

1

A $125,000 project to landscape
the barren area surrounding Tower
Hall and Morris Dailey Auditorium
will move into the final planning
stages if approved by the State
Department of Public Works at
its meeting next month.
"We hope to have it completely

DEPARTMENT AWARD
Awards will be made to the
best department overall, best three
projects in each department and
the best three projects overall for
the whole division.
Exhibits to be included are a
music-speech discriminator able to
detect the difference between
speech and music and a color
organ used to translate audiofrequency signals into a multicolored light display.

ANdeeneemileelkeineleereeemleee

Sriei4
SAB Chairman Needed

Interviews for the post of chairman of Student Activities Board
will be held Friday at 2 p.m., In the College Union sub-committee
chambers, according to Clark Heinrich, ASB personnel officer.

ASB Judiciary Interviews
Students Interested in serving on the ASB Judiciary as a justice
are askttl to sign up before tomorrow in the C.ollege Union.
Interviews for two posts on the Judiciary will be held tomorrow
at 2 p.m. in the College Union sub-conunittee room.

--PLANS TO LANDSCAPE the area surroundirg
Tower Hall and Morris Dailey Audiforiurn are now
awaiting approval of the State Department of
Public Works. The project has already been ap-

proved by the State Department of Finance.
College officials hope to have the job completed
by summer or fall.

Student Council To Discuss
Hendricks’ Services Proposal
ASB Pres. John Hendricks’ plan
for governing student services
heads the list of matters to be
considered by Student Council
today.
The meeting is at 2:45 p.m. in
the College Union.
The proposed resolution, submitted at last week’s Council meeting and since endorsed by all of
couricirs three standing committees, will be defended today for
the first time by Hendricks.
Last week Hendricks wits in
Washington, D.C., attending the
Presidential Prayer Breakfast.
The proposed resolution would
reconunend to Pres. Robert D
Clark a proposition for governirw
Spartan Bookstore, Spartan Cafeteria, the College Union, and the
college residence halls.
Hendricks’ plan reconunends a
coordinating board which would
have policy control over all four
services. The proposal differs from
a similar one already submitted
to Pres. Clark by the Student Activities Committee of Academic
Council, which recommends separate boards governing each of
the four services.
Steve Larson, graduate repre-

sentative, said at last week’s meeting he was in favor of the plan
because the cmrclinating board
would tend to consider the interests of the college as a whole.
The separate boards, he said, would
consider only the interests of their
own areas.
Dr. Harold DeBey, chairman of
the Student Activities Committee,
agreed the coordinating board

Dr. Rosenberg Speaks
On Kopit’s Play Today
Dr. Albert Rosenberg, associa ti,
professor of English, will present
an existential interpretation of
the play "Oh Dad, Poctr Dad,
Matnma’s Hung You in the Closet
and I’m Perlin’ So Sad" at 12:30
p.m., today in Cafeteria tas)ms
A and B.
The semester’s ’,lieu I t y Book
Talk series will open k ith Dr.
Rosenberg’s review of Arthur
Kopit’s three-scene play, first published in 1960.
A Harvard graduate who majored in engineering, Kopit depsiaidoscribes his work RS
classical tragic farce in a bastard
k’renen tradition." The drama %ill

would be more efficient, but insisted the separate boards recommended by his conunittee would
better represent the individual, interests of the four services involved.
Also today the remaining parts
of Hendricks’ legislative reorganization will be discussed for the
last time, with a vote coming
Bouncing balls, splashing swimprobably next week.
mers, batted birds and stomping
students are expected to appear
tonight as the 38th semester of
Co-Rec begins in the Women’s
Gym from 7:30 to 9:30.
Music for "Hustier’s Hop" will
be presented by the "Laymen," a
group which includes SJS students.
Dancing will talce place in the
figure in the room just north of the recreation
Goldberg a key
administration’s bid for a peace department patio.
settlement in Viet Nam.
Athletic events will include
Moyers declined direct comment swimming in the women’s pool,
on Kennedy’s call for U.S. acceptance of the Communist Viet Cone
as a party to any peace talks
and as a power in a postwar government in Saigon.
But he noted administration support of free elections in Viet Nam.
"The President’s view, and the
administration’s, is that. it is up
to the people by free election to
select their government," Moyers
said.
He referred nevvsmen to Saigon
authorities for answers to whether
South Vietnamese Premier Nguyen
Cao Ky would be willing to take
part in popular elections he has
promised for 1967.

be released as a mutton picture
in the near future.
Dr. Rosenberg received his A.B.
and M.A. from the University of
California at I,os Angeles and his
Ph.D. from the University of London. He is presenting conducting
sections of contemporary literature and compwation, as well a.s
a seminar in literary history.
The vveekly discussion is open
to the public, and those interested
am welcome to bring their lunches
to the inforrnal meeting.
Lists of copies of the books to
he reviewed this semester may
be obtained from the Humanities
Division desk on the fifth floor
et ilie north wing ot tho Library.

BRICK WALKWAY
Construction work will take several months after the worldng
drawings are approved, Dr. Burton estimated.
Key design feature of the landscaping project is a 250-foot-long
brick walkway to the main door
of Tower Hall.
The wallcway was a source of
controversy earlier this month
when a legislative analyst for the
State Department of Finance
charged the project was too expensive.
Controversy also evolved around
the extent of the brick in the
project and material used for the
base unde the brick.
The dispute evidently has been
resolved as State Finance Director Hale Champion confirmed
Thursday that the project was
"off and running."
LAWN AND ARCADE
Actual specifications of the
walkway will be left up to the
architects.
The design calls for a three and
one half acre expanse of lawn and
a brick arcade reminiscent of the
former wings of Tower Hall, in
addition to the wallcway. There
will be two depressed concrete
areas at the entrance to Morris
Dailey Auditorium.
The huidscaping plans have previously been appmved by the state
college Board of Trustees and the
chancellor’s staff.

Hustlers To Hop Tonight

’Let South Viet People Decide
On Cong Role" White House
WASHINGTON (UPI)
The
White House said Monday that
the South Vietnamese people
must
not the United States
decide whether, as Sen. Robert
F. Kennedy, D-N.Y., has proposed,
to give the Communists a role in
a future Saigon government.
Press Secretary Bill D. Moyers
commented obliquely on Kennedy’s
weekend suggestion as President
Johnson conferred in his office
with U.N Ambassador Arthur J.

"Speculative History," will be
discussed by SJS’ first scholar-inresidence R. Buckminster Fuller
at a Concert Hall lecture this
morning at 10:30.
Students and faculty members
are invited to this morning’s lecture, according to Dean Norman
O. Gunderson of the engineering
division.
T’he 70-year-old scholar who
rightfully claims title to author,
architect, poet, mathematician, inventor and engineer holds nine
honorary doctoral degrees and is
a full-time research professor at
Southern Illinois University.
Fuller has visited over 147 colleges and universities throughout
the world in his lifetime. His twomonth stay at SJS is jointly sponsored by the Associated Student
Body and various college departments.
Following the lecture, a reception for Fuller will be held in the
Seventh Street geodesic dome.
Students and faculty members are
also invited to attend, according
to Dean Gunderson.

finished by summer or fall. It will
take about six weeks to complete
the working drawings after the
project is approved," Dr. C. Grant
Burton, executive dean, said.
The project has been approved
by the State Department of Finance.

badminton and volleyball in the
PER gymnasium and table tennis
on the patio.
Chess, checkers and many other
table games will be available in
a room near the patio.
During the band break at 8:30,
a special contest, not yet announced, will be held with prizes
awarded to the winners.
"Attendance at Co-Rec," said
conunittee member Joan Ferguson,
"is limited to SJS students. Those
at t emi ing ahould wear tennis
shoes."

Classic Films
To Resume Today
The spring semester Classic
Films series resumes today with
shows every Wednesday at 3:30
p.m. and 7:30 p.m. in TH55.
Tislay’s Classic Film is, "A
Night At the Opera," featuring the
Marx Brothers, Margaret Dumont,
Kitty Carlisle and Allan Jones in
one of the moat complicated fealaic-length coniedics eAtte Wined.

Phofo by Jame Brescoll

LAYMEN IN ACTIONTonight’s featured band at Co-Bee is
pictured at a recent campus performance in triple exposure.
From left are Duane Engleherdt, lead guitar; Bob Engleherdt,
drums; Fred Neighbors, rhythm guitar; Rich Moscarelloo organ
and Paul Myer, bass guitar.
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By PAT HEFFERNAN
Holy hotwires!--HUCh. has flushed a
double agent of HARM.
The conspirator who filially succumbed
to the tremendous pressures and fieudish
tortures of HUCK’s finest is Steve Larson)
who publicly confessed in a -column" in
Monday’s Spartan Daily.
Not only did Larson cop out to being
a HARM conspirator, but he tried to
whitewash the whole thing by telling the
students the HARNI plot to control SJS
is for their own good. How dumb does he
think they are?

We Believe

Thinking Is Healthy
lite author wrote: "He who has
doubted lias nes er thought."
kith% idttalsblinded either by
Ow desire to be patriotic or the desire
to he liberal and humanitarianhave
1% el’

made it wrong to doubt, ultimately to
think.
One ()I’ tlu saddest things about com-

munication on the war in Viet Nam is
the lark of communication. People
talk. hut they don’t communicate. They
adopt one idea. one opinion and refuse
to think on the questions or claims f
lie opposit ion.
Sonic persons. probably sincerely belie% kilt, tlicto,els es patriotic. wish to
make it ilhgal il (IONIA Elle VS imlort or

In the Dark
Actke. practicing scholars rarely are
onsidered "in the (lark," but such is
the l’ilSt. of night students
the SJS MI1111111,
Itile
building walkways hase
lighting fur night safety,

who traverse
many interinsufficient
the problem

on key. adjacent streets.
:son Carlos Street and connecting
blocks of student housing on Fourth
through Twelfth Streets not only are
j
I) illtimitiated. but also are badly
in need of -idessalk repair for safety
111111.:1-4::,

in the (lark.
If a Sesenth Street mall were established. it would feature adequate lighting to show off the area. Let us hope
that college and eity officials will "see
the light" and approve as soon as
possible nighttime illumination on
campus side approaches as well as
intersectimt,

legality of .S. foreign policy. In such
gesture, there is far more
a "patriot
danger than security.
The American people have traditionally distrusted the concentration of
power in one area and thus have wela system of checks and balances.
It would seem that most Americans
would accept dissent and debate as a
healthy signeven though they might
personally find the attitudes of dissenters distasteful. This is not to say
that citizens must approve of illegal or
harmful acts on the part of fellow citizen.. But eery hulk idual owes it to
himself to listen and examine both
sides of an issue.
I dare say that should Congress contemplate making it illegal to speak out
against hig business or "creeping socialism" in the Great Society, many
who fa% or silencing foreign policy dissenters would themselves rise up in
wrath.
Looking at Iith sides of the situation, we often find others so determined to be liberal and humanitarian
that they refuse to listen to any practicalities or legalities. In their effort
to establish an ideal freedom and
peace, they ironically interfere with
the laws ineant to maintain ortler and
freedom for both majorities and minorities.
Since when is it unhealthy to doubt?
Since when is it unhealthy to ask questions, to seek a clear conscience, to seek

the truth in as concrete a form as possible?
Just think. It’s a unique and invigorating experience.

A Balance of Scales
Secretary of State Dean Rusk. in
in-tify ing U.S. involvement in Viet
\
-.aid before the Senate Foreign
- Relations Committee that he pictured

kinerica not as the "policeman of the
erse" but as a driving force for
creating "the political structure of the
world."
This is all ironical statement inasmuch as in a democratic nation, a diergence of ideas and philosophies bal-

ances the scale between anarchy on one
side and totalitarianism on the other.
Secretary Rusk implies in his statement a foreign policy that undercuts
the basic ideas and philosophies set
down by our forefathers.
Uniformity among political structure leads to status quo in ideas and
philosophies. When a government purports to be a (Irking force, totalitarianism is just around the eorner.
- I

Sometimes You Can’t See the Forest for the Trees

cuest Room
U.S. Choice ’Strange’
By AL MASON
When the chiefs of the tribes, the black
peoples of the villages and cities and the
white colonials who hacked their homes
out of the uninhabited jungles decades ago
all chose to support one leaderand that
leafier declared his Rhodesia to be a free
and independent republic that was a cry
for real freedom.

Thrust and Parry
Student Sees New Trend
In Business Recruitment
Editor:
I felt some general reply must be made
to the recent Guest Room article. "Professor
Defends Business," by Dr. Porter. As a former
business major now economics), I have discovered some interesting information which
should be considered by every business major.
In the last seven years. a new trend has
emerged in the recruiting of college graduates
by business. Formerly, business sought business majors exclusively, for they were the
ones who would do well in the Organization
because of their vocational training in college.
Recently, the trend has been reversed. Recruiters still accept business majors, but the
"big catch" is the liberal arts major who
has proved himself in an "academic" major,
usually in the social sciences, the area of
great concern of today’s business community.
Bu.siness training has advanced to the
Graduate Schools of Business Administration,
leaving the undergraduate years for the broad
education of the Humanities, Arts and the
Sciences. The successful executive of the
business organization of the future is the
man with a B.A. in the liberal arts and an
MBA in business. Is the undergraduate business program obsolete? It well may be.

Helmterberg
ARM

And when the Communist nations and
the half-savage African dictators, all with
their political opponents rotting in the
people’s prison, cry for the demise of the
Rhodesian Republic, that’s the voice of
tyranny.
In this choice between Rhodesian freedom and black nationalist tyranny, the
United States has made a strange choice.
’Vire, that is, President Johnson, have
chosen to impose economic sanctions
against Rhodesia and join the forces of
tyranny trying to kqq.le the Rhodesian.
Republic.
N. ow, of course, economic sanctions won’t
topple Rhodesia because Rhodesia has free
enterprise and doesn’t depend on the rest
of the world to feed it. That. of course,
annoys the leftists, including British socialist Prime Minister Harold Wilson. But
the issue here is not a question of economics, but a question of principle.
I look at what 13 little colonies on the
eastern seaboard of North America did in
1776 antl what the Rhodesians are doing
today and I see a host of similarities too
obvious to catalog here.
The principles for which the people,
white and black, in Rhodesia are declaring
their independence from Britain are similar to the reasons for our own independence struggle from Britain. Yet today we
betray ()ter founding heritage by attempting to injure another nation acting on the
same principles.
In keeping with President Johnson’s attitude against Rhodesia, perhaps it would
only be logically consistent for the U.S. to
scrap its Declaration of Independence and
ask if Her Majesty wil hake us back under
the portective British wing.
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REORGANIZATION
The same goes for the reorganization
bill concerning Spartan Shops and the College Union. Everybody wants to insure that
the students have control of the union ...
even if the ASB president in turn controls these students, as is implied in the
council bill.
The other bills are fine, especially the
Viet Nan, debate. I doubt if it will get
any left-wing votes, but you never know
what these HARM agents will try next.
One way to find out is to stake out today’s Student Council meeting and watch
the agents and double agents and secret
agents shoot it out with one another.

San Jose Paint

I Ills It EEICS DRY CLEANING SPECIAL

Men’s and Women’s Plain Sweaters

WELL BRIEFED
Larson was well briefed for the job in
the huge IIARM training center ou 1111)
Street.
He began the whitewash by introducing
the housing bill he bragged about in Monday’s column. He wants to appoint a committee to recommend fair housing standards to campus-area owners.
Now who can object to that? Everybody is for iniproving housing, and SPUR
will he only too glad to take the credit
from everyone ... even if the eon llll ince
can only make recommendations.

Specials on many
required art
items
NOTE: Art Majors may automatically
open
charq account on p ..... ta
lion of dvdnt body card.

"SINCE

1%11110’,

I9M

2 STORES
DOWNTOwN
i2 S. 2nd St.
Free Perking
Next to Store

VALLEY FAIR
SHOPPING CENTER
Open 5 Nights
Perking Lot -C.’
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Approve Peace

April 1 Last Day To Apply
For $3 Million in Student Aid

NEW DELHI
The Indian parliament Monday approved
More than $3 million will be
the Tashkent peace agreement between India and Pakistan.
The agreement calls for withdrawing of troops from disputed areas avail:Able to SJS students in the
employment and loans during the
of Kashmir
next academie year, according to
Don Ryan, director of financial
(UM --South Viet Nam formally asked South Korea aids.
To apply for financial aid for
Monday tu Increase its 20,000 man military contingent now fighting
fall and spring semesters of 1966in Viet Nam.
67 students may obtain applications in ADM201 and must return
DALLAS 11.1PI1 - A federal judge Monday ruled the purchase them before April 1.
by a Deroer oilman of the $12.88 rifle that killed President Kennedy
Ryan said the Higher Education
aas a -flagrant violation of the federal Firearms Act" and gave the Act of 1965 has given the collage
historical rifle to the U.S. government.
financial aid program a new look,
which promises to make more
money available to more students
CHICAGO RIPD
Chicago Tribune, in a front-page edi- than ever before.
Next semester, the first grants
torial Monday, said Sen. Robert F. Kennedy, D-N.Y., had "reached
a level of irresponsibility without parallel even for him" in his recent from the new act will be offered,
and
Ryan said, "I’m afraid if more
comments that the Viet Cong be given a voice in any government
students don’t apply for them, we
set up in Viet Nam following cessation of hostilities.
The editorial, titled "Ho Chi Kennedy," called the late President’s will not even use the money available to us. Fifty per cent more
brother, "the senior senator from Communist North Viet Nam."
students could qualify for aid if
they would only apply," he said.
Under the new act, federal scholMonday arships
CHICAGO ILIPD The Illinois Athletic Commission
varying from $200 to $800
deferred a decision on whether to cancel Cassius Clay’s heavyweight will be awarded students, depending
championship fight with Ernie Terrell because of Clay’s bitter reac- on their need. These scholarship’s,
tion to being reclassified 1-A in the draft.
or Economic Opportunity Grants,
must then be equally matched by
one of the college’s aid prograins.
SJS presently offers two main
Gutille Monday
French President Charlvi
PARIS
urged the reconvening of the 1954 Geneva Conference as the only types of aid: the Work-Study Promeans of ending the Viet Nam war. But he said peace prospects at
the moment are not bright.
He again demanded an end to foreign intervention and the neutralization of all Viet Nam.
The SJS chapter of American
De Gaulle announced he will continue pulling France’s armed
forces "progressively" out of North Atlantic Treaty Organization Marketing Assocation and their
(NATO) command between now and April 4, 1969. the date when professional chapter in San Francisco will sponsor a two-day Inthe Atlantic alliance expires or can be irreaed
dustry New Talent Recruiting
Organization conference Thursday
and Friday, March 24-25 at the
San Francisco Hilton Hotel.
A how Collage Young Life group
is now meeting each Wednesday
evening at 9:45 in the Campus
Christian Conte:, 300 S. 10th, under the leadership of Ron Swensen, engineering instructor, and
WANTS YOUR PICTURE
Don Emmel, Presbyterian campus
Sign up today to have your graduapastor.
tion picture taken for the May 1966
The group, which is designed tssue of Sparta Life. Make your tip.
primarily for those who have had poirtment in J-104. Department of
Young Life experience in high Journalism and Advertising. Office
United Campus Christian Fellow- hours: 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., I p.m. to
school, is under the direction of 5 p.m.
United C’ampus Christian Fellow.
SPARTA LIFE, THAT 1St
ship.

. e,,rn and Natioruil Defensi -r.
dent Loans.
The Work-Study plan WaS estahlished under the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 and began last
year. Mom than 900 students are
now employed in loiN Playing from
$1.25 to $2.50 an hour. Ryan
nearly 2000 jobs will be offei,
next year. Full time summer joi.
also may be obtained under th,
program.
National Defense Student Lc),
have been available for the P,
seven years. They are long /et,
low interest loan.s, which are
repaid until the student graduate
Before 1958, short term lean

Increase Troops
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Tribune Comments

AIR FORCE COLONEL Vernon Head, professor of aerospace
studies (AFROTC) at SJS beams as hif wife, Dorothe Ann p;ns
on the rank device for full colonc. Monci3y morning in MH422.
Col. Head is a veieran cf World War II and the Korean War.
His rank promotion was effective Mo.-day.

Aerospace Professor
Wins Colonel’s Birds
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Former Air Force Lt. C(3. Vernon Head became SJS’ highest
ranking professor uf aeroemace
studies Monday morning when hf
WM Officially advanced to full
colonel.
His wife Dorothe Ann and Air
Force Major Charles McCloskey.
associate professor of aerospace
studies, "pinned on the birds- in
a 9:30 a.m. ceremony Monday in
MH422, The rank device ot colonel
is a spread eagle, hence the expression "pinning on the birds."
Col. Head became an SJS professor ol a2rospace studies Iasi
July and wai notified by Air University, which opera t es the
AFROTC program; that he had
been selected for colonel last semester. The colonel said he was
told at that time he’d he offically
promoted sumet ime early this year.
"I was notified last weekend my
new rank vvotild
elfective Monday," the beaming veteran of
World War II and Korea sail.
Col. Head entered the service
in 1941 and tlew 86 combat missions in the South Pacific theater.
He VII at: discharged and transferred to the reier.e following
the war and returned to SJS where
he graduated with a bachelor of
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’The A ai e 1.1 c a n Marriage Dream or Distaster?" will be the
topic of a tutorial discussion tomorrow night at 7 at the tutorial
building at 177 S. 10th.
Dr. David Nesvman, chairman
of the program, said that Amei
can marriage would be the fil
of a series of "topic discussioeopen to all students and facie
members on Thutsday eenin.
"We encourage all SJS studela and faculty members to attend and
take part in these topic discussions," Dr. Newman said.
Taking part in tomorrow’s discussion group %ill be Dr. Milton
Andersen, assistant professor of
psychology; Dr. Peter King, assistant professor of humanities; Dr.
Conrad Borovski. assistant professor of foreign languages; Dr. alervyn Cadsvallader. asscciate professor of sociology; David Hatch,
associate professor of art: Gaty
Albright, assistant of philosophy;
Dr. Richard Tansey, professor of
art, and Jack Pierce, associate
professor of sociology and anthi.
poloes
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On campus inferviews for
Electrical Engineers

1

March 1

1

CIRCUIT DESIGN

72 E. Santa Clara St.

62 YEARS IN SAN JOSE

rings as
beautiful as
the purpose for
which they were
made. To be worn
Prices from $200
depending on
the size of the
with love.
center stone.

t
Terms arranged

W..LVAN
etveter3
Lb N and JUNG
SINCE 1904
First and San Fernando Streets
Shop Thursday Evenings ’til 9All

Downtown San Jose

Parking Lot Tickets Validated

"Let’s unplug the computer, boys!
Start thinking!"
Photo by Lou Buonomo
Norman Rockwell’s humorous interpretation of how to paint a
self-portrait is viewed by Audrey Bricmont, junior social science
major and art minor. Rockwell’s painting, works by San Jose
artists and the moppet-eyed figures of Walter Keane are on
display until Tuesday in Tipton Gallery in San Jose.
IIM.,,,,,Itto1.1"10101 oil__
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Ask about our Europe by
means student four, Auto Purchase
Rnnfal plans available, Eurail passes.

930 East Meadow Drive
(415)321-7428

S1
Angelo’s Steak
House

W. C LEAN JEWEL ERS-

LIFE*

Palo Alto locationhigh pay scale

Palo Alto, California 94303

All you can eat
Every Mon., Tues and Wed.

Young Life Group

SYSTEM ENGINEERING

WILTRON
COMPANY

SPACIIETTI

AMA Conference

TEST and EVALUATION
onings for MS & BS in Electrical
oneering to work in the field ni
turnentation for communication,
aid advanced systems measurement,.

Prescription For
Hunger

8
’

De Gaulle Proposal

Tutorial Talk
To Analyze
U.S. Marriage

tion
Full
tpus
trial
Del,
dice

lip to $400 and payable within 90
days, were the only type of moneI tary aid for students.

Clay-Terrell Fight

arts degree in industrial arts in
1949.
Recalled to active duty in March,
1951. Col.
was sent to Japan.
"By the time the Korean War
was over, my combined time in
World 1A’ar II anti Korea made it
desirable tu stay in the service,"
the Air Force command pilot explained. "I’ve been on active duty
since," he added.
Col. Head served one year in
Viet Nam before being transferred
SJS last summer.
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RESERVE NOW!
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297-0428
51 So. 19th

ANTHONI
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HO /NI
Grad Student
in Business

A lot of people believe that scmeday
computers will do all their thinking
for them.
Well, a funny thing is going to
happen on the way to the future:
You’re going to have to think
harder and longer than ever

Computers can’t dream up things
like Picturephone service, Telstar.0
satellite, and some of the other
advances in communications we
have made. Of course, we depended
on computers to solve some of the
problems connected with their
development. But computers need
absolutely clear and thorough
instructions, which means a new and
tougher discipline on the
human intelligence.

a practical way to lock a door or turn
off an oven by remote telephone
control, or to make possible some of
the other things we’ll have someday.
It takes individuals...perhaps you
could be one...launching new
ideas, proposing innovations
and dreaming dreams.
And someday, we’re going to have to
find a way to dial locations in spate.
Makes you think.

And it will take more than a computer
to create a pocket phone the size
of a matchbook, let’s say ...or find

Bell System
Amencan Telephone & Telegraph
and Associated Companies
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HOT SHOOTER
Guard Jack Gleason is the toi,
marksman among Spartan cage’,
canning 43 of his 78 shots on thi
season for a 55.3 percentage. Cen- ’
ter Frank Tarrantts is second wall ,
I
a 51.6 percentage 197 for 1881.

qoPils
Personal objectives are about
as varied as viewpoints on
hat constitutes success.
Consciously or not, a man’s
goals are modified from time
to time. Even so, the man ssho
can set his sights early and
stay on course is a good deal
better off than the man who
wavers.
Having the opportunity to
work independently and develop your resources to their
tullest potential may fit in
ith your career objectives.
ii so, you should investigate
the field of life insurance sales
and sales management. The
business offers many challenges. and Provident Mutual
can give you an early start by
beginning your training in our
Campus Internship Program
tor college students.

Wrestlers Conclude Oregon Travel; Netmen Open Season
egin Another Jaunt in SF Today In Berkeley Tourney
Weekend matches against Cal
Poly (Pomona’ and UCLA will
close out the road travel. Coach
Hugh Mumby remains uncertain
about the Pomona bout because
the Cal Poly coach claims schedule conflicts.
Although San Jose has net lost
to San Francisco since Mumby’s
arrival in 1952, the mentor refuses
to take the Gators lightly. Last
year the Spartans battled for a
draw with the Citymen.
I
Pomona is an unknown team,
while UCLA is the object of revenge for a 21-14 beating they
GREAT IDEA
handed SJS on Feb. 5.
Oregon State and Oregon handPay your auto insurance by
ed defeats to the grapplers to
the month!
close last week’s read junket. Oregon State dumped the matmen 22No interest.

Bs LEE JUILLERAT
Daily Sports Writer
No relief is in sight for SJS
restlers, who face tough three:neet schedule this week after
c,,mpleting a four-day road trip
(.1st Friday.
San Farncisco State provides the
opposition tonight as the Spartans
visit the Gators for a 7:30 encounter.

No carrying charges.
For the full story call:
204-6269

Key Insurance Exchange
20 E. San Antonio

Skiers in Far West Meet
Spartan ski bunnies and snowmen are sloshing the snow at
Mammoth preparing this weekend’s Far West Collegiate Championships at Donner Ski Ranch
and Boreal Ridge.
SJS Ski Club members are
among the groups entered in the

It might pay you
to find out more.

PROVI ENT
MUTUAL

LIFE

NSW... CO ..... OF P.4,40.1.0m,.

a century of dedicated service
Ben Reichmutis
General Manager
For information reg a rd ing
either your own Life Insurance
Program or a Career in Sales
Management call 297-5797.
210 North 4th Street

SCREEN SCENES
SARATOGA

TOWNE

867-3026 1.438 The Alameda
14502 Big Basin Way
297-3060
Rod Steiger
Italian agent 38-24-36
;
in
"PAWNBROKER"
"THE TENTH VICTIM"
and
"THE CONJUGAL BED"

CINEMA

55’2

G AY

HaNc0111
295-7238
294.55k4
400 South F iret
"MURDER MOST FOUL"
and
"LA POUP-EE"
(Sin en the ceiling)
SO great stars
and Peter Sellers in
’ BIG PARADE OF COMEDY"
-THE BIG TIME OPERATORS
SNOUT

H01 new weapon
I"’

Battle oi

9 and Oregon eked to a narrow
17-14 decision.
Loren Miller and Ron Matheson
led Spartan wrestleis on the tour,
both going undefeated. Miller’s
s ictories leave him undefeated in
dual competition.
Foothill transfer Cy Lucas added three wins. including a decision over Oregon’s Bob Mitchell,
157-pound AAWU champ last year.
Gary Scardina defeated 137pound AAVVU champ Bob Mitchell at Oregon. Scardina expects to
join the Air Force sttortly, causing a re-shuffling of talent. Mumby plans to move Miller to the 152
division, shift Lucas to 160 and
have Mike Herschfelt retuin to
his 167 spot,
John Wallbrink, who aided San
Jose itt the middle weights, has

’Op

competition, scheduled for Friday through Sunday.
Among the events on tap for
the three-day affair are the
slalom, downhill or giant slalom,
jumping and cross-country. The
first two events are to be held
at Donner and the latter pair at
Boreal.
Expected to lead the snowmen
are Gary Dillon, Dennis Koehn,
Dave Degenhardt, Mi.ce Derouin
and Bruce Bain. Joe Platsis will
carry Spartan hopes in the gruesome eight-mile cross-country trek.

REWARD!
Your and your family will be rewarded
with years of pleasure when your
graduation picture appears in the
May 1966 issue of Sparta Life. Last
chance to make your appointment
now in J-104, Department of Journal.
ism and Advertising. Office hours:
9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., I p.m. to 5 p.m,

the

Budoet,

net

joined the Navy.
Mumby displayed satisfaction
despite splitting the four matches
last week. San Jose lost the Oregon bout in the heavyweight battle and kept close in the losing
matches.

Intramural
Announcements
TABLE TENNIS
All persons signed up for the
intramural table tennis tournament should check the intramural
board for match schedules. First
round matches will be played tomorrow, Friday, and Saturday.
BASKETBALL
In independent basketball action, the Awful-Awfuls have dominated "A" league play with victories over SACES, the Bandits
and Soul Bros. Basketball Inc.
remained right behind the leaders
with wins over SACES and
TWIMC.
After an opening round loss to
the Awful-Awfuls, the Bandits rebounded to stop TWIMC.
TWIMC did get into the win
column with a forfeit victory over
the luckless Soul Bros.

A six-man delegation packs off
for Berkeley today to open the
SJS tennis season in the four-day
Northern California Intercollegiate
Tournament.
Spartan mentor Butch Krikorlan
expects the tournament to give
a good indication of the squad’s
abilities. He rates Stanford and
California, who tied for third nationally last year, as teams to
beat.
All tennis team3 from Northern
California colleges are expected
to attend the Berkeley bash.
Rodney Kop, Bob Muria. Raul
Contreras, Yit Louie, Gordon Miller and Bob Skinner are San Jose
racketeers slated for action.

’WELL-BALANCED’
Krikorian ranks the top five
of near equal ability. "We have a
well-balanced teamone of the
better squads since my arrival in
1953."
The bronzed coach foresees a
successful season although the
Spartans face a tough schedule.
He expects the netmen may gain
the best record since Whitney
Reed led SJS in 1959 and 1960.
Reed was the intercollegiate
singles winner and No. 1 seeded
U.S. amateur.
Home matches against Stanford

people have. Take the extras at no
extra cost: Outside rearview mirror.
Padded dash. Variable -speed wipers
and washers. Backup lights. Turn signals. Seat belts, front and rear.
They’re all standard. And Coronet’s

price? That’s easy to take, too. So,
march on down to your nearest Dodge
Dealer’s. See what the shouting is all
about. Hot new Dodge Coronet for 1966.
DODGE DIVISION

41116. CHRYSLER
MOTORS CORPORATION

JOIN THE DODGE REBELLION
See your Dodge Dealer now.

The SJS judo team is in Berkeley today to compete in a triangular match with University of
California and Stanford.
Competing for San Jose will be
Jim Hart, Roger Miller, Dick
Peasely, Keith Pickart, Bill Gowin, Ma.sa Nakao, Irwin Kawano
and Nash Hunkle.
Last Saturday the Spartans won
the seventh annual Parlimer Invitational Tournament. Pickart
and Howard Fish both won individual victories for SJS, while
Gowin, Larry Dobaski, Jim Pennington, Kawano, Jay Lewis and
Ron Asai all contributed points
to the Spartan cause.
Also on Saturday. the Island
Judo Club captured the P.A.A.U.
Junior Championship tournament
at SJS with 10 points followed by
the San Jose Buddhist Judo Club
with 9 and SJS with 7.
Deinne Chikami, from the University of California, captured the
205-pound division with Peasly
and Miller finishing second and
third.
In the 154 -pound divisio n.

SENIORS SET PACE
Seniors will lead the Spartans,
according to Krikorian, paced by
Kop. a returnee hailing from Hawaii. Other senior lettermen include Murk>. from San Francisco,
and Louie, from Hong Kong.
Contreras, a senior transfer from
Foothill, was a state junior college
singles finalist and state JC doubles winner last season. Mexico
City is his hometown.
Miller, a junior, sat out last
season after transfering from the
University of Mexico. Skinner, also
a junior, is a transfer from Vallejo J.C.
Others expected to aid the Spartans are San Francisco City College transfer Mike Price and Ron
Klyce, up from the 1965 frosh
squad.
PLAYERS OF WEEK
USF’s Joe Ellis and UOP’s Keith
Swagerty were named Northern
California basketball’s co-players
of the week at a luncheon of area
sports writers Monday.

Photo by James Brescoll
REALLY GETTING down to action are a pair of unidentified
participants et the SJS Judo Novice Tourney held Friday night.
Charles Moore of the Island team novices competed with the top
won, with Tony Pagan from SJS college beginners in Northern California.
second.
On Friday, Feb. 18, Spaitaa
Asai was the only SJS first
places, winning in the 135 division.
Dennis Wong, Sam Samudio and
Jim Hunter each captured second.
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TAKE YOUR CAR TO LEO SILVA
First class service that everyone can afford. Leo
Silva offers you seven blends of gasoline a+ discount prices. Expert car care for any car, foreign
or domestic.

CASH VALUE STAMPS GIVEN
CREDIT CARDS HONORED

When you see a "discount"
diamond offered at an inferior
price, it’s usually an inferior
gem. Thc best way to be sure of
honest value is to select your
jeweler with care. We arc a
member of thc American Gem
Societyyour guarantee of
the quality and value of every
diamond in our store.

ALL

78 S. 4th St.

SILVA SERVICE

MORTOyaie
295-8968

Late for Class? We’ll Park If For You.
WATCH INE 902 HOPE CHRYSLER THEATRE" WEDNESDAT NIGHTS ON IMIC.TY. CHECK TOUR LOCAL LISTINISS

for
the

Judokas Face Pair

CLASS
Shape up, budget -balancers. With
Dodge Coronet, you can afford to.
Here’s an "in" car with a new outlook for swingers. Coronet has everything you need to put fun back in
driving. Take Coronet’s looks. Lots of

21 are

Cal, Stanford

GO
FIRST

BB Dodge Coronet

and Cal will highlight the
match schedule. Also included
three additional ,ournaments.
The WCAC tourney, tabbed
May 6 and 7. will be held on
San Jose courts.

’AM) GE

()I 0( ,1S I S

625 Town & Country Village
241-1758
Son Jose
Oppn Mon., Thurs. & Fri.
Until 9:30 p.m.
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At Cow Palace

The Old

Tough Test for SJS
At SF Indoor Track

PePle-MeP
BY
PAUL SAVOIA
With nine minutes remaining in Friday night’s basketball game
and SJS behind by 12 points, Spartan coach Stu Inman lifted his
entire first team, save center Frank Tarrantts.
Immediately cries of -quitter" and the like arose from the fan.s.
and a local sports writer accused him of "conceding" the contest.
The next night against USF in San Francisco, the Spartans were
behind 28-26 against the nationally-ranked Dons when Inman inserted four substitutes, with only fonvard S. T. SaffoId remaining
among the starters.
Again, the question was raised, "What is he doing, giving the
contest away?"
As long as I have followed SJS basketball, Inman has been
criticized for his substituting policies.
The criticizers never see the reason behind his frequent and
mass substitutions.
Against Santa Clara, Lunen was not conceding defeat, but was
trying to prevent another loss.
First of all, the Spartan regulars were in foul trouble. Jack
Gleason and John Keating both eventually fouled out and SaffoId
vsas in foul trouble the majority of the fray.
Besides this, the regulars were not sharp--other than Tarrantts.
the shooting was poor and the general floor play was sloppy.
Under these circumstances, the reserves couldn’t do much harnt
Inserting the reserves also allowed the regulars to get additional
rest for the important USF tilt the next night.
Against USF, Inman put in his four substitutes with six minutes
remaining in the first half.
They went in two points behind, quickly fell to a seven point
deficit, but battled back to within four at halftime.
So, while the reserves were holding their own, the Spailan
regulars, sans Saffold, were resting.
Rest is especially important to the Spartans again.st San-. Francisco, as the Dons are a more physical unit than SJS.
Erwin Mueller, Dennis Black and Russ Gumina are strong
players who know how to use their strength to good advantage.
Stich players as Tarrantts, a 170-pounder, guarding the 220pound Mueller, neer! some rest to stay physically even with their
opponents.
At the end of the game, Tarrantts wa.s still able to keep up
physically with Mueller-a big difference from the first genie when
Mueller destroyed the Spartans almost single-handedly.
As for playing his reserves as a unit, Inman realizes that all
week they practice together -as a unit. They are used to one another
and know what responses to expect of one another.
Therefore, he feels they are more valuable if they are playing
together, rather than being mixed one at a time with the "unfamiliar"
regulars.
Inman always has been respected as a coach who gets the utmost
from his material, and his substituting technique is one of his ways
of achieving this.

SJS Freshman Nine Bows
To Powerful Stanford Frosh
&IS freshmen try to nab their
first baseball win of the season
today when they entertain Hartnett Junior College at 3 p.m. on
the frosh field.
The Spartababes will open with
almost the same line-up that
dropped last Friday’s season opener to a powerful Stanford frosh,
6-1. The only change will be on
the mound, where lefthander Bob
Grover will start in place of Pete
Hoskins.
Last Friday the Spartababes
played the Papooses on even
terms until the sixth inning when

Spartan traekmen will receive
their toughest test of the year in
Friday night’s fourth annual Golden Gate Invitational track meet
in San Francisco’s Cow Palace.
The meet, which has been gmwing in stature since its inception,
will include most of the top indoor
performers in the nation.
Final events begin at 8 p.m.
Bud Winter, head track coach
at SJS for 21 years, will become
the meet’s first honorary referee.
The Spartan mile relay squad,
SJS’ most powerful entry in the
meet, is unbeaten on the year. The
quartet is composed of Wayne Hermen, Ken Shackelford, Tim
Knowles and Tommy Smith.
-Photo by Jemes Brescoll
Stiffest competition for the
Spartans in this event should come
BEGINNING OF DISASTER-Sparfan center Frank Tarrantis
from California, anchored by Forjumps against Santa Clara’s Rich Levitt to start a 94-72 defeat.
est Beatty.
Spartan No. 34 is S. T. Saffold, while SJS’ Pete Newell is on
Other SJS entries in the meet
the right.
arc Joe Neff in the half -mile, Terry
Doe and Gene Zubrinsky in the
high jump, Craig Fergus in the
triple jump and Pat Rose and
Larry Dixon in the weightman’s
relay.
Winter has yet to pick Spartan
entries in the Devil -Take-TheHindmost relay.
Spartan eager S. T. Saffold will frosh coach at Santa Clara-is
Hermen will also compete in the
be after the coveted 1,000-point second with 1.049 points.
career scoring mark as the SparSpartan coach Stu Inman is first
tans continue West Coast Ath- in all-time rankings and his 1,333
letic Conference action tomorrow point total appears out of Saffold’s
night and Saturday.
reach.
After being virtually eliminated
Center Frank Tarrantts is the
from title contention last weekend second-leading point -get ter this
with losses to Santa Clara and season, averaging 12.5 per contest.
A 011C-Illarl ,..how by tiny Tony
USF, the Spartans will be trying The only other eager in double
Coppola against Chico State fell
to gain third place with wins over figures is Pete Newell at 11.8.
short Saturday when the visiting
Pepperdine tomorrow night and
Saffold is also the Spartan re- gymnasts edged SJS 134-127.
Loyola Saturday.
bound leader vsith 10.1 grabs per
With firsts in floor exercise,
Going into last night’s contest contest.
still rings, side horse, horizontal
with the University of California
If he keeps his statistical lead bars, parallel bars and long horse,
at Santa Barbara, the Spartans in both categories,
it will be third Coppola dominated the meet.
were one game behind third place straight season
he has paced the
Other Spartans failed to fare
Santa Clara.
Spartans in these departments.
as well, while Chico performers
Results of the UCSB tilt were
Pepperdine is the league’s weak grabbed the important seconds
not available at press time.
Saffold, before the UCSB fray, sister, with only one league win in and thirds.
nine
outings, while the Spartans
Jeff Wolfe, expected to pick up
had scored 942 points in his caall events, sat
reer, and should surpass the 1,000 have whipped Loyola twice ibis points for SJS
season.
out the meet with It, flu.
mark before the season’s closer
March 5.
If he increases his current scoring rate.of 16.3 points per game.
he can move into second place in
all-time Spartan scoring leaders.
Currently, Carroll Williams-the

Cagers Battle Waves;
Saffold After 1,000th

Gymnasts Beaten;
Chico Earns Win

a two-run outburst assured Stanford the victory.
Stanford took a quiek one-run
lead in the first inning on an error, two walks and a fielder’s
SWIMMERS END
choice, but SJS tied it in the secSpartan svvimmers end their
ond on a walk to Stu Thomas, a home splashing
tomorrow when
handle hit to left by Greg Michaels they
host the University of Denand Benny Matsura’s two-out sin- ver and
San Francisco State at
gle up the middle.
3.30 in the Spartan Pool.
Errors by shortstop John Morgan paved the way for Stanford to
score single runs in the third and
fourth frames, while co-captain
Bob Boone’s double sparked StanBooks up to 95% off 1
ford’s game-clinching sixth inning
rally.
From the second inning on, the
Spartababes were at the mercy of
TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
Stanford hurler Sandy Vance, a 1
Stevens Creek & Winchester
pro prospect already being scouted
San Jose’s Big Bookstore
by the Philadelphia Phillies and
OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY
the Baltimore Orioles.
Serving California Since 1851
Pancho Gonzales and Pancho
65,000 BOOKS - 75,000 CARDS
Vance fanned 16 and walked
Segura headline a special indoor only four in going the distance.
tennis exhibition March 11 in the
Spartan Gym.
Rod Laver, current world professional champion, may be added
to the program, notes SJS net
We’re Specialists
tutor and match promoter Butch
Krikorian. Laver’s availability is
expected to be announced within
the week.
Other netznen scheduled include
Dick Garied, Foothill College tennis coach, and Don Hamilton, tenOar expert personal inxtnirtion can
nis pro at the Los Altos Golf and
guide you in developing a well.rounded,
Country Club
handsome physique. Come in and see
onr modern equipment and complete
weight-room facilities.

charge accounte
open Plum IA 9

SAN ANTONIO
Main
DW11.414. IWO ANS

of the Future -1. i--,ekitig
student and layoff s articles
dealing with the problem:
The Hid) and Poor Nations. If you wish to cantribute an article, please
contact Ward Keesling.
286-49118

NEW
MAX FACTOR
SPECTACULAR
CALIFORNIA SUN
GLOSSES
Lip Sticks & Nail Polish

_alto
---.P.1-1ARMA
10th & William

292-5502

SALE

NEW SKIS
KASTLES

REGULARLY $99.50

NOW $59.50

KNIESSL

REGULARLY $90.00

NOW $56.50

GOLD STAR EPDXY

REGULARLY $95.00

NOW $69.50

After Ski Boots
From $4.88 up

Men & Ladies Parkas
Assorted Styles & Colors
UP TO
2 OFF

$39.95 Blizzard Parkas
Now $29.88

Boot Bags

Take Care of Your Skis
Ski
Bags

$1.79

Were $8.95
Now $4.88

Famous Brand Ski Pants
From $19.95 up
Tee Shirfs

Trees
Take Care of Your Skis

Were $4.50

Were $2.95 Now $2.19

Now $2.88

And Wotnen!
Trim down the easy and comfortable
way to not only look slim and graceful
but feel peppy too. Our facilities in.
elude a sun room, locker service and
steam bath.

SAN JOSE
HEALTH CLUB
9f h

16

ides- of "Camus Dialogiw on the Individual in ihe
Iy

ANNUAL SKI CLEARANCE

Ski Poles and Racks
20. off

S12.00 to
$30.00

Dialogue, i

-&,Books

With Men

AAAAA to 11
81/2 to 12

The Publication Casnintis

SALE!

Indoor Net Match
Slated for SJS

s . Mid-heel
ts - Wedgies
Ye your size

GO-yard arta Ititt-yarti (lashes.
the former, he will face. amoii_
others, Darrel Newman, former.
Fresno State sprinter and coholder I
of the world record in the 60 ad
5.9 seconds.
In the high jump, Zubrinsky
and Doe are matched against Nevada’s Otis Burrell, who has the
best mark in the world to date
this year with a leap of 7-21/4.
Knowles must run against a
fine field of quarter-milers, headed
by 1964 400-meter Olympic Champ
Mike Larrabee.
Fergus will challenge the best
of indoor triple jumpers when he
meets Art Walker, the indoorl
holder at 55-8’
Smith is not competing in an I
event other than the relay.

Atter th-e great su, cess of they pop albums, Los
Indies Tabajaras now turn their unique sound and
style to the classics. Here, for the first time In
one album, are ttte classical numbers most requested on their college concert tours -classics.
with a casual touch. SeleCtIons Include RimskyKcrsaftoffs "Flight of the Bumble Bee," Chopin’s
"Vats! in C-Sharp,"J.S. Bach’s "Fugue #3" (from
.
"flu? Well -Tempered
Clavier"), and 5 others. RCA Victor
Truly a classic album. ron.....;,................. ,w,
41JCASt TALLY CLASSIC).

S4OS

1 SKI BOOTS
Koflach, Henke, Strolz, and Dolomite
From 200 - 35. off

COPE-McPHETRES
2931 El Camino

Santa Clara

Phone 243-2111

Open Thurs. and Fri. Night, until 9 p.m.
sante. Clara
295-9910

Classics
by request

Santa Clara Valley’s Most Complete Sporting Center

INDIOS TARAJARAS

1

1,
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nAnx

Wednesday. February 23, 19613

Former Professor To Talk

Research Aid

Forms Available
To Faculty, Students

Spartaguide
%,Itcd, bring Instrument, or favorite folk recorcLs.
Rho Epsilon, 6:30 p.m., Cafeteria A and B, rush meeting.
Circle K Club, 1:30 p.m., CH356,
special meeting, program planned.
Delta Phi Delta (Honorary Art
Fraternity), 8:30 p.m., A301,
speaker Sandra Evers, open to
the public.
Baptist Student Union, 7:30 p.m.,
Metnorial Chapel.
Academic Year institute In
Mathematics Enriclunent Lecture,
1:30 p.m., MH234, speaker Ronald Coltman will lecture on "Magic
Squares."
Home Economics Chapter, 7
p.m., HI, first meeting -installation of officers (old and new officers are to come at 6:30 p.m.)
membership for the spring semester will be taken as well as committee signups, film.

Summer
Training
Interviews

TODAY
Society For the Advancement of
Management, 7 p.m., Concert Hall,
protessor
Fortner SJS 11IN
rush meeting, all business majors
Lewis Mangani will open a twoencouraged to attend.
social
the
on
series
lecture
part
A.T.E.S.E.C. committee (S.A.M.),
stialcut .111,-,,ted
problems of Latin America to6:30 p.m., Concert Hall, before
mer position. -.hook! contact
morrow in CH226 at 2:30 p.m.
from KM to $400 for significant S.A.M. orientation meeting.
Mrs. Keller in the Placement
He will hold a follow-up lecture
studies conducted for the expanPre-lPhypicai Therapy Club, 7:30
Center, AD3123-1, for further inLatin
in
expert
An
Tuesday.
on
sion of knowledge in every field of p.m., H2, film and meeting.
forum,
American history. Mangani is pre learning.
A.W.S., 4:30 p.m., TH53, senior
TODAY
The college research grants pro- key orientation meeting-mandaSan Franciseo Bay Naval Shipgram Includes creative work in tory for those who will be eligible
yard; engineering students who
as
the arts and humanities a-s well
will have completed their sophofor the key find titne tins sescientific and technological inves- mester.
more or junior year by June 1966,
however,
tigations. The studies,
CI1166, 3:30 p.m. U.S. citizenship
Pershing Rifles. 7 p.m., MH320,
further
to
lead
are expected to
required.
speaker, election of new commandresearch, have potential value for
THURSDAY
coat and tie republication, bring pos.sible scholar- er and queen,
city or 1.4./6 Angeles Water and
quired.
ly recognition, and deal with probPower; mechanical and electrical
Newman Center Lecture Series,
lems for which a clear standard
engineering majors for summer
of evaluation can be established. 8 p.m., Newman Center, 79 S.
jobs. Students who have completed
0/
Only full-time resident faculty Fifth, speaker Dr. Henry Pitchtheir junior year by June 1966 are
and students enrolled for course ford, assistant professor of
eligible to sign up.
work during the life of the grant sociology at SJS, will speak on
Post Office Dept.; students inFRIDAY
are eligible to participate in the "The Layman in the Church." The
BUSINESS TEXTBOOK
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia, Pogo- terested in summer positions
series is open to the public withDr. Milburn D. Wright, dean, program.s.
nini Quartet Concert, R:15 p.m., should send application form 5000
Students interested in the re- out charge.
division of business, Ls the coConcert Hall, tickets on sale in AB to the U.S. Civil Service Comauthor of the fourth edition of search progriuns are advised by TOMORROW
mission. San Francisco, by Feb. 24.
Building
R.
"Salesmarwhip, Princi ples and the College Research Committee
&IS Sailing Club, 4:30 p.m.,
Methods" with Dr. Carlton A. Pe- to contact faculty members wider TH55,
fibns and new memderson, associate dean, Stanford whose supervision they may wish bership sign-ups.
Graduate School of Business. The to work.
Theta sigma Phl. 6 p.m., JC208,
Persons with questions may conbook is used as a college text
meeting to be followed by SDX
throughout the United States and tact the College Research Center
speaker.
has been translated into Spanish. in ADM159.
Hiliel, 7:30 p.m., ED348, Rabbi
Charles Familant, will speak on
"Existentialism in the Book of
If you aren’t looking forward largely economic, and always eviJob."
to that 9 to 5 job right after grad- dent.
San Jose Folk Song Club, 7:30
uation, journalism is looking for
-The people are fairly hardp.m., M250, hootenanny preceded
STRIPED OXFORD
people with a pioneer spirit ilke working." she observes, "although
elections,
spring
oxford
by
everyone
batiste
is
inclassic
in
For when it sizzles-a half sleeve Gant shirt
that of Miss Marilyn Anne Bell.
an unfair econonnc sysstripings. Meticulously tailored in the typical Gant tradition ... with
1965 graduate of the SJS Depart- bound by
softly flared button-down collar.
ment of Journalism and Adver- tem."
$7.50
"The cotton and coffee harvests
tising.
coor this year, so things
The 1964 Tapp Award winner were both
she said, "the chilis now serting with the Peace are really sad,"
have Christmas this
Corps in San Jorge, El Salvador. dren didn’t
time."
In a recent letter to the departMiss Bell is the daughter of
TRADITIONAL CLOTHIER
Representatives from the fol- ment, Miss Bell described El Sal- Mr. and Mrs. James W. Bell of
243-3352
lowing school districts will be on vador as "a pretty lively country." San Jose.
"A few months ago." she writes,
canipus Monde’, March 7
CUSTOM CLEANERS
1,
31.dida:s. ThitrA.t.. and Friday night until 9:30
through Frida3, March I
to "the Diario ran a huge photo of a
’
L
interview teacher candidates. In- man killed in a machete fighl rs
481 E. San Carlos between 10th and 1 1th
419 Town & Country Village
terview in the Placement Center, svhich is very common here."
ADM284.
The volunteer highlighted lim
journalistic training when she reMONDAY, MARCH 7:
ceived the Tappe Award for her
A Seal illar for publicity chairSanta Marla Elementary School series of articles on the FSM demDistrict, Santa Maria. Santa Bar- onstrations at U.C. Berkeley in men of campus clubs, organizations and ASB committees will
bara County. (elementary).
1964.
be held Monday at 7 p.m. in the
Fremont Unified School District,
’board for part-time wc,, HAVE 2 BEDROOM Victorian flat. Will MOTHER OF INFANT would like to ex.
GIRLS.
Miss Bell is one of 50 volunteers Faculty Cafeteria.
.
knot. Close SJS. 286-0883. 5Fdr, ,ith I male roommate. Ivy, with change babys,lcng while attending Fremont, Alameda County, (ele- in El Salvador including three
All persors who handle public-,,At E CREW r sailing trip from New. exceptional taste. 2 blocks from campus. classes. 262-7014.
mentary).
RUSSIAN STUDENT
from SJS.
boat. experienced 408 S. 3rd. fr3. 845.
ity for etunpus groups should plan
irfer,
Bonita Unified School District,
FAST, ACCURATE, GUARANTEED TYPUn,v,
any
"Californians outnumber
LARGE MODERN furnished apt. for 2. ING in my home. Editing upon request.
0 269.9308.
to attend, according to Mike Neution from SIERRA TRAVE
Sart Dimas, Los Angeles County,
v,c, dock. 1/2 block SJS. 259-5118.
other state group," she noted, feld, ASII public relation.s director.
wANIED E.E. MAJOR to rewire radio
Monica Bcptevard,
(elementary and high school).
.,pt record changer. 286.3358 or 230 I Sap Pp ,Ivador. tE2. 286.5100 after
Texdespair
of
the
"much to the
5. $125
The seminar will include presEDITING service, per job. Typing, per
-,t,94 Mike
AUTOMOTIVE 12/
ans."
TUESDAY, MARCH R:
PODERN 2 bedroom apt. Electric kit- parte. 762 Melannie Ct. 292.2346.
entations by John Hendricks, ASB
Call
TUTOR.
P
Jim.
258-2986.
traveled
juUrttalial
graduate
The
Whinier Union High School Dis. a 8 Sr 1,
’60 SPRITE. ant
Carpets. 2 persons, $120. 3 or 4,
president; Toil, Mead, Spartan
PROFESSOR’S WIFE needs conscientious chen. 65
.,,,i,ne
American meg’,
trict, Whittier, Los Angeles Coun- widely in Europe and studied at
S. lith. 293-3126.
TRANSPORTATION PH
. help, with own transportntion. $130.
Daily editor; Jim Ashborn, Specdows, roll bar. R ti .,ndsnield wa.’
Caen,
Rouen,
the
University
ccf
ty, thigh school).
minimum of 15 hours per week. 252.3801. ROOM & BOARD. $69. Excellent cook.
trum News; James Noah, direct’s*
4 extra wheels and fires. $750 or
blocks to SJS. No curfew. Clean rooms NEED RIDER. Mon., Wed., Fri , from
Woodbuid Joint Unified School France, for two months.
CHILD CARE. TOM. & Thurs. from 9 a.m. 2293-4275.
offer. Cash & no trade. 483-3533.
of public relations and publicaMenlo Park area. Will leave early if
Italy,
ALMtoured
She
has
also
District, Woodland, Yolo, (elemenNettfeld.
’61 IMPALA, r/h, excellent condition. to 1 p.m. Santa Clara, on bus line. 248- NEEDED. I or 2 male roommates to necessary. 322-2823.
tria, Germany, Switzerland, The tions; and
Must see and -drive. Phone 297-1893. 9399.
share 2 bedroom apt. with 2 others. 438 RIDE NEEDED from Summit Road for tary and high school).
Britain,
and
Great
Netherlands,
offer.
Make
PART-TIME WAITER over 21 for A-I S. 9th. j:frls. 297-6117.
Tues. & Thurs. 8:30 a.m. class. Call
Fremont Unified School Dbstrict, where she stayed with her pen
retaurant. Evening work. $1.25 per hour FOR RENT. Large 3 bedroom house. 354-1938.
WFORD.
Fremont, Alameda, (high school). pal, Miss Jacqueline Scoffield, of
plus clood tips. 968.1040.
Plenty of parking space. 11/2 blocks from RIDE NEEDED FROM Santa Cruz for
Kent.
’83 PONTIAC TEMPEST LE MANS. 326 YOUNG MAN as manager of small sum- me
293-5760.
Mon.. Wed., Fri. classes. 423-7563. Doris. WEDNESDAY, MARCH 9:
-iiininer viorkmenial
mer resort. Must be earnest & ready for
eno
The journalists of El Salvador
share modern apt. June & Fab.
Visalia Publie Schools, Visalia,
H,ng h,Jr, Quarters furnished. Salary. pn
study pmgralll . being offered
Rules Governing
na230
in
the
San
concentraled
Salvador,
*
9.
297-3499.
are
mostly
Tulare
County,
(elementruy
and
tc , 533 per month. Starts June 15,t,
terior, biPlet seal.
at University ot Illy Pacific to all
Employment Ade
tion’s capital.
13,
I 16, Ildy. Submit resume to
high school).
sell. 293-5397.
students above sophomore standf
1 BEDROOM furnished apt. $75. Married
spend
much
lime
to
get
don’t
"I
All
classified
ads
frailbike.
Goodies.
whirh
run
in
the
Spar$1h5. 11/2
HONDA 55
June 20 to Aug. 26.
. 295-8121 after 5 p.m.
THURSDAY, MARCII 10:
in the capital," writes Miss Belt ing from
years old. 2913.4381, Evenings.
MUST SELL pontract for unapproved fur- tan Daily concerning employment must
HOUSING 151
The 10-week internship program
Costa Mesa Union Elementary "but most of us would like to meet
’65 CHEVELLE Malibu. Good condo the
exact
work
to
state
be
performed
nished apt. I bedroom. $100 per month.
School District, Costa Mesa, Or- some of the Salvadorean journal- WaS established to introduce colfactory warranty, 2 door hardtop. E
or items to be sold. Jobs invloving comBOY S APPROVED ROOM & KITCHEN 728 S. 10th, # 4.
ange County, (elementary).
offer. 245.4292 after 7 p.m.
Lsts, just to find out why they do lege students lo mental health
PRIVILEGES. 515 Per month- 63 S. 8th.
missions
cannot
state
or
imply
earnings.
work. Through this program stuPERSONALS 17)
’41 ALFA ROMEO Spider Wince. Excel- 297-9918.
Fullerton Union High School some of the things they do."
lent condition. r/h, Pirellis. 45,000 mi. ANN DARLING Apts. I & 2 bedrooms.
E:ven in the coastal San Jorge, dents will work in hospitals with
District,
Fullerton,
Orange
County,
CUSTOM
MADE
contemporary
wedding
offer.
961-6367.
best
$1320 or
To place an ad:
No. 33rd & Marburg Way.
part of the American "old west" is actual patients and receive four
rings. Original jewelry in cast gold &
(elementary) .
’43 HONDA. 150CC. Rebuilt engine.
hours a tipper division credit.
STANFORD CAMPUS. Room & silver. G. LarImc,c 154.1273.
seen by the S.IS volunteer.
good mileage. Must sell. Best oiler over ON
Visit
the
FRIDAY, MARCH II:
board & $40 per month for light housefilition is $130 plus room and
"Wr have ret-tilar shoot -ern -tip,.
$750. 282 S. 10+11. tt4. ?PA 9rOn.
kenping & rhild rare of 2 girls. ages 6
SERVICES lel
North ()range Comity Junior on Saturday nights along vtillt the hoard. FOr further information
Classified Adv. Office -J206
Herald Converhilln. Rea- end 8. 327 6667.
College, t’ullerton, Orange CountY. machete fights," she etTites.
sonable. 741 S. 6th 795 8531.
write Dean of Summer Sessions
QUIET comfortable rooms in private RENT A T.V. Esche’s-Call 251-2598. $10
ur)t.
(junior college).
The proltlerns of El Salvador ci
’511 FORD. 2 door. V 8. NOW dark green borne. 146 S. 14th, San Joss. Telephone per month.
Doily
paint & upholstery. 4 chrome wheels. 286-3025.
TYPING done in my home. Call 252-5793
Perfect condition. $375, 2954369.
1 0 :30-3 :30
MALE UNAPPROVED HOUSING. Large
TYPING. All kinds. Reasonable.
’66 HONDA 50. Model CI10. Just wnn rooms for 2 for rent. Kitchen privileges. EXPERT
in contest. Never used. $235. 293-9972. Color tv, piano & study rooms. Patio and Phone 294 3772.
Send in handy order blank. &sloes
155 S. Ilth. See Sfu.
Baril-Q pit. 3 blocks from SJS. $34-41 21 & MARRIED. Receive age 25 or over
rates on auto insurance. Liability net $67 cash or check. Mak chck eel te
FULLY RESTORED 1923 Model T sedan. per month. 293.9877. 596 S. 10th.
annually. Dave Towle. 244-9600. Class Spartan Daily Classifieds.
Can be driven daily. Ideal fraternity car. QUIET upstairs double room for 1 or 2 of
’59.
Phan. 704-4414 Fort 7414
Wog -r cffer. 321-5171 after 4.
girls, with kitchen privileges. 297-6079.
WANTED. Senior or graduate roomus
’59 TR3. $1300. Sharon.-295-1710.
’arge apt. Carol. 298.2585 or 445 S. 8th.
or sae manager.
FOR SALE 131
CLASSIFIED RATES
To buy, sell, rent or
ROOMS for four young men, with
SCULPTRESS BRA. Enlarge smaller fig kitchen privileges at reasonable prior.
announce anything,
Minimum
ure. No wires. no pads. 293-4275.
293.6015. Mr. Anderson. 124 N. 6th S’
Three lines One the Three times Five times
just fill out and clip
DESK 20 ...36" four drawers $20. 250 NEEDED. I male roommate with 2 others
Ash Wednesday Masses: I 1:40 a.m. and 4 p.m.
One time
this
handy
order
I good condition 5300. 2 P.E. 2 bedroom, pool. $40 month. 560 S. 10th.
(Distribution of ashes after each Mass)
3 lines
1.50
2.25
2.50
blank.
nd one or two male roommates 298.1012.
’corn house. 440 Elizabeth. NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE. I bed
4 lines
2.00
2.75
3.00
During Lent Masses will be said in the Newman Center
room apt. Furnished. 485 E. Williams.
5 lines
2.50
3.25
3.50
ENGAGEMENT & wedding ring. 1/4 # 2. S47.50 per month. 298.2171.
at 11:40 a.m. and 4 p.m., Monday thru Thursday. Friday only at 11:40 a.m.
Send to: Spartan Daily
6 lines
3.00
clinmond. Simple setting. 2 ROOM apt. furnished. Utilities paid
3.75
4.00
Confessions: daily, before Masses.
CLASSIFIEDS,
, -0. Anne
Add this
except gds. $70. Upstairs of a house. 2
1206, San lose State
SCHWINN ,P,no jirEs bike $25: stu- bedroom apt. $120. 511 S. 7th. 299-9686.
amount for
.50
.50
, nf case: dishes: 297 6079. NEEDED. I male upper classman roomeach addi
Colleg e. San lose
5
tional line
FIVE PAIR
skis with safety bindings. mate to share 2 bedroom apt. with 3
Calif. 95114.
leciure Series: "The Church in The Modern World"
or make offer. Call others. Inquire 598 S. 9th. 286-8219. tk
Print you ad here:
5 p.m.
2S9
19
Series start Ash Wednesday, February 23, at 8 p.m., in the Newman Center.
(Count
33
Letters
and
Spaces
for
Each
fins)
CLECIERIC BASS GUITAR. 3/4 size--usad NEEDED. Fourth man for sharp 2 bedCHECK A
First lecture: The Layman in the Church. A lecture and discussion on the
Do Not Abbreviate
twice,
Su. 295.9667.
room apt. 298-3355. $40. a month. 536
CLASSIFICATION
Council Decree on the Laity, by
ORIENTAL WIG ../Ith block & stand. S. 8th.
Dark brow,. b.ollent condition. $50. FURNISHED APT. 6 rooms. 146 N. 9th.
0 Announcements (1)
244.7747.
Upstairs flat. $120. Shown by appoint.
D Automotive (2)
GIRLS.
snood J. C. Higgins racer. ment. Call 292,8226.
O For Sale (3)
’crakes. basket in rear. Call FURNISHED. I & 2 bedroom apts. for
26-. H
O Help Wanted (4)
286 coo’
’lc c /Oh St.
rer,0 01 N. Bilk or call 297.5203.
Department of Sociology
D Housing (5)
.12 STRING C.111TAP -.no:nen Frarnus, t ROOMMATE wanted for very rico 2
Lectures free and open to the public.
,
D
Lost
and
Found
(6)
Evenings.
297-9253.
, a, t $50.
Personals (7)
wANTED. 2 girls to share deluxe apt
O Services (8/
others. $45 per month. 641
HELP WANTED 141
:t 296.0362.
O Transportation (9)
BUSINESS - ECONOMICS - PSYCHOL- VERY LARGE 100 & small living roomit
entrance
separate
bathroom,
.ate
OGY MdjOIS - will.ng to work long
Name
Address
hours for great potential income in per quiet home. Suitable for 2 student,
(Please Print)
Begins Monday, February 28 at 7:30 p.m., follows Thursday, March 3, at
son& management in cosrnetir industry. 822 50 each. 398 S. 14th St. See 5
Phone
City
2:40 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
Start
ad
on
_
Porn
Willing to work part-time (flexible hours)
(Date)
until educntion is completed? Contact GIRL roommate wanted for unapprovr
Mr. Kirk of kV Associates between 9 apt. 545 S. 7th. 2951899. $41_ par me.
79 South 5th Street
For
days
Enclosed
295 1771
a.m. and 12 noon for interview appoint. FURNISPIeli.-STUttio-Art ?4 F. Itg
met 296 4046. MUS1 bo ,uliattotivated. }RI por month, Call 292-7852.
enily iorking on his doctoral degree at the University of California at Berkeley.
His first lecture will be entitled
"Crisis and Conflict," and will
Application forrns and instruchighlight sociological conflicts betions for faculty research grants
tween the ruling classes and the
and student research fellowships
p.,or of Latin America.
for 1966-1967 will be available
after Tuesday, March 1, the College Research Conunittee announced Friday.
SHIRTMAKERS
The College Research Center
and division offices will have the
forms. Proposals must be submitted to the College Research Center by Wednesday, March 30, the
committee said.
The Faculty research grants
\\
provide $100 to $400 while the
student research fellowships range

N

SJS Journalism Grad
Describes Peace Corps

!FREE
MOTH PROOFING

MANN HAUS

ODOR PROOFING
ANDMILDEW PROOFING

ON EVERYMING WE CLEAN!

Teaching
Interviews

,ruoiicity meeting

Set for Monday

Spartan Daily Classifieds

II=111K

Intern Program
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NEWMAN-CATHOL1C
STUDENT CENTER
LENT SCHEDULE

DR. HENRY PITCHFORD
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